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Third  F l o o r  Hear ing Room 
1111 - 1 8 t h  S t r e e t ,  N.W. 

washington,  D .C .  

The March 30,  1983, meet ing of t h e  U.S. Consumer Product  S a f e t y  
Commission was convened by Chairman Nancy Harvey S t e o r t s .  Commissioners 
S t u a r t  M. S t a t l e r ,  E d i t h  Barksda le   loan and Sam Zagor ia  were p r e s e n t .  

B a l l o t  Vote Dec i s ions .  Chairman S t e o r t s  r ead  i n t o  t h e  r e c o r d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  
d e c i s i o n s  made by b a l l o t  v o t e  of t h e  Commissioners s i n c e  t h e  l a s t  open 
meet ing of t h e  Commission. 

The Commission vo ted  unanimously (4-0) t o  approve p u b l i c a t i o n  of 
t h e  semi-annual r e g u l a t o r y  agenda i n  t h e  F e d e r a l  R e g i s t e r .  

2. Thermostat  C o n t r o l s  Document D i s c l o s u r e  

The Commission vo ted  unanimously (4-0) t o  withho-ld under  S e c t  i o n  
6 (b)  of t h e  CPSA c e r t a i n  documents and i n f o r m a t i o n  r e l a t i n g  t o  
Emerson Thermostat  C o n t r o l s .  

3.  Toy Chest Proposed Rule  

The Commission by unanimous v o t e ,  4-0, approved t h e  F e d e r a l  
R e g i s t e r  document proposing a  toy  c h e s t  r u l e  t o  a d d r e s s  a  
s t r a n g u l a t i o n  r i s k  p r e s e n t e d  by c e r t a i n  t o y  c h e s t s .  

Agenda M a t t e r s .  

Space H e a t e r s  - Revocat ion o r  Exemption A p p l i c a t i o n s  

The Commission cons idered  23 a p p l i c a t i o n s  from s t a t e  and l o c a l  
j u r i s d i c t i o n s  f o r  exemption from t h e  preemptive  e f f e c t s  of t h e  Com- 
m i s s i o n ' s  unvented g a s - f i r e d  s p a c e  h e a t e r  s a f e t y  s t a n d a r d .  The s t a f f  
b r i e f e d  t h e  Commission on v a r i o u s  o p t i o n s ,  i n c l u d i n g  whether t o  g r a n t  
o r  deny t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n s  o r  whether t o  d e f e r  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n s  and 
d i r e c t  t h e  s t a f f  t o  d r a f t  a F e d e r a l  R e g i s t e r  n o t i c e  i n i t i a t i n g  a.  
rulemaking proceeding t h a t  could  r e s u l t  i n  a  r e v o c a t i o n  of t h e  s t a n d a r d .  



. '  Minutes of.Commission Meeting - March 30,  1983 (Continued) 

Fol lowing extended d i s c u s s i o n ,  Commissioner S t a t l e r  moved and 
Commissioner Zagor ia  seconded t h a t  t h e  Commission go i n t o . c l o s e d  
meet ing t o  o b t a i n  l e g a l  a d v i c e  on t h e  i s s u e .  The d i s c u s s i o n  would be 
c l o s e d  under  exemption 9  of t h e  Sunshine Act.  The c l o s e d  meet ing was 
n o t  t o  l a s t  f o r  more t h a n  1 5  minu tes .  The motion was passed by 
unanimous (4-0) v o t e .  

Reconvening i n  open s e s s i o n  1 5  minu tes  l a t e r ,  Chairman S t e o r t s  
aske'd t h a t  t h e  i s s u e  o f  r e v o c a t i o n  be brought  t o  a  v o t e .  

Commissioner Zagor ia  t h e n  moved t o  revoke t h e  s a f e t y  s t a n d a r d  f o r  
unvented g a s - f i r e d  s p a c e  h e a t e r s  and Commissioner S t a t l e r  seconded. 
The i s s u e  of r e v o c a t i o n  of t h e  s a f e t y  s t a n d a r d  w a s  brought t o  a v o t e .  

Commissioners S t a t l e r  and Zagor ia  vo ted  t o  revoke t h e  s t a n d a r d .  
Chairman S t e o r t s  and Commissioner Sloan vo ted  a g a i n s t  t h e  r e v o c a t i o n .  
A m a j o r i t y  was n o t  o b t a i n e d  and,  t h e r e f o r e ,  a  d e c i s i o n  was n o t  reached.  

Commissioner S t a t l e r  t h e n  moved t o  t e r m i n a t e  t h e  ' d i s c u s s i o n  and 
r e s c h e d u l e  t h e  i s s u e  w i t h i n  t h e  n e x t  s i x  weeks. Commissioner Zagor ia  
seconded t h e  motion and a f t e r  a  b r i e f  d i s c u s s i o n  it was passed by 
unanimous (4-0) v o t e .  

There be ing  no f u r t h e r  b u s i n e s s  on t h e  Agenda t h e  meet ing was 
a d j  ourned . 

For t h e  Commission : 

- 
Sheldon D.  B u t t s  
Act ing S e c r e t a r y  
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chests with b h g e d  lids present a During 1981 congress amended both 
strangulation risk to children and that a acts to require a three-stage proceeding 
mandatory rule may be necessary to for ihe regulation of consumer products 
address that risk. The Commission is (including children's articles]. Consumer 
therefore proposing a rule, supported by Product Safety Amendments of 1981 
a preliminary regulatory analysis, and [ h b .  L 97-35). The proceeding must 
soliciting public comment. begin with a n  advance notice of 

proposed rulemaking. and that notice 
DATES: Comments and submissions are must include information about the 
due no later than 1983. The rule . pmduct, the risk, any existing voluntary 
is-proposed to become effective and to standards and the regulatory 
apply to toy chests in the channels of alternatives under consideration. 15 
distribution aiter expiration of the 90 U.S.C. 1262(f), 
calendar day period of continuing The required second stage involves a 
session of Congress following final Federal Register document that includes 
issuance of the rule. the text of a proposed rule, any 
ADDRESS Comments and submissions , alternatives. and a preliminary 
should be sent. preferably in five copies, regulatory analysis that'contains (a] a 
to Office of Secretary, Consuqer  preliminary description of the potential 

* Product Safety Commission. benefits and potential costs of the 
Washington, D.C. 20207. proposal; (b] a discussion of the reasons 

that a voluntary standard submitted in 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: response to the ~ T R  was no! 
Ms. Elaine Tyrrell, OfSce of Program published as the proposal; (cl a 
Management, Consumer Product Safety discussion of why the Commission 
C~IIlmisSi~n.  WaShngton, D.C. 20207; believes preliminarily that a submitted 
telephone (301) 492-6334. plan for a voluntary standard "would 
SUF?LEMEMARY INFORMATION: not, within a reasonable period of time, 

be likely to result in the development of 
I. Advance Notice of Proposed a voluntary standard that would 
Rulemaking eliminate or adequately reduce the risk 

In April 1982 the c~~~~~~~~~ issued of injury idennfied. ' ' "'; and (dl a 

a n  advance notice of proposed description and discussion of any - 
rulemaking (k\PX) concerning a reasonable a!ternatives to the proposal. 

strangulation risk that certain toy chests 15 U.S.C. 1262(h). 

with hinged lids present to children. 47 A final rule, the third stage, must be 

FR 16041 [ ~ ~ d  14,1982). ne MPR, the accompanied by a final regulatory 
analysis. 15 U.S.C. 1261(i)(l). It must 

first of three required stages in the also be supported by a number of 
issuance of a mandatory rule for findings, concerning any then-existing 
children's articles under the Federal voluntary standard and the benefits. 

Substances lict, discussed costs, and burden of the mandatory rule. 
the statutory framework of the 15 U.S.C. 1262(i)(2). 
rulemaking proceeding; the scope of the ~~d~~ the ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ l  ~~~~~d~~~ 
proceeding; the strangulation risk; and Substances Act. the Commission may 
the alternatives to a mandatory rule:' . determine by regulation (according to 
A. Statutory Framework the three-stage proceedinpjust 

described) that "[alny toy or other 
Under the Federal Hazardous article intended for use by children 

Substances Act (FHSA], the Consumer ' ' ' presents an electrical, mechanical. 
Product Safety Commission h a s  or thermal hazard" 15 U.S.C. 
aurhority to regulate the safety of 126l(f)(l)(D). The Commission may 
articles intended for use by children. 15 conclude that a n  article presents a 

CONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY U.S.C. 1261 et seq. Alternatively, if the mechanical hazard if "in normal use or 
COMMISSION Commission finds that it is in the public when subjected to reasonably 

interest to regulate a risk associated foreseeable damage or abuse, its design 
16 CFR Parts 1500 and- 1513 y i t h  a particular children's article under 0' manufacture presents a n  

the Consumer Pmduct Safety Act, it may m a s o n a b l e  risk of ~ e n o n a l  injury or 
Requirements to Address regulate such article under that statute. 

' from ' ' ' Or 

Strangulation Risk Presented by Toy U.S,C, m(dl, closures. ' ' ' from moving parts, ' ' ' 
Chests because of instability, or ' ' because 
AGENCY: Consumer Product Safety 

1 sue documen; in the record of he rulemaking other aspeCt the 
Commission. proceeding were listed at the end of the M R .  design or manufacture." 15 U.S.C. 
A ~ O N :  Proposed rule. Those six and mne additional documents are listed 1261(s). If the Commission makes such a 

a t h e n d d t h l p m p o e e d d e . * n u m b e n i n  detenninationaboutatoyorother 
SUMMARY: Based on available - parenLh=es thrOtlghOuc the kxt childrenls article, the article is deemed a refer to that list. All documents on the list are 
information, the Commission ava~IabIe horn the Commiss~on's Office of the "hazardous substance" and a "banned 
preliminarily believes that certain toy secretary. hazardous substance," and its 
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introduction or delivery for introduction ANPR specifically discussed [I] the rather products that "[mJothers use 
into interstate commerce is prohibited. voluntary standard effort that the + * +  to store toys." Second, Ms. 

15 U.S.C. 126l(f)(l](D), 1261(q)(l](A], American Society for Testing and Bavaria contended in her comment that 
and 1263(a]. Materials, in cooperation with the Toy a regulabon for only some products used 

B. Scope Manufacturers of America, had initiated as toy chests (referring to the limited 
and (2) an information and education defmtion discussed in the ANPR) will 

The ANPR applied to all toy chests approach. raise the consumers' costs and 
that met the working definition of encourage them to buy toy chest 

mcontainers with hinged lids that are E. Solicitation of Public Input 
products that will not be regulated. As a 

marketed for storing children's toys." A The ANPR solicited public comments result, will be unfairly 
refinement of this definition to address on the identified risk of injury and on hindered and the regulation will be 
size is discussed in section IIIB below. the other subjects discussed. In ineffective. Third, this comment pointed 

The ANPR explained the 
Commission's awareness that many 

particular* the out that the three fatalities each year 
on possible alternatives to a mandatory from toy chest strangulation cannot be 

products, such as  trucks and old packing rule. As required by the Federal evaluated without comparing that figure 
cartons, are used as toy chests but are Hazardous Substances Act, the to the fatalities caused by other not included within the definition (121. Commission invited: (11 The submission products. The inclusion of such products would of any existing standard or portion of a 
make a mandatory rule both standard that addresses the risk of The Commission responds as follows 
unworkable and unenforceable because strangulation form toy chests and (21 the Ms. Bavaria's 
of the many different types of products submission of any statements of 1. Toy chests are articles intended for 
that can be-and are-used as toy intention to develop a voluntary use by children, within the statutory 
chests. standard or to m o w  an existing authority because they are used by both 

standard that addresses that risk, along children and adults. The 21 fatalihes of 
C. Risk of Injury with a plan to do so. children who were using toy chests, 

In the ANPR, ;he Commission stated apparently u n ~ u p e ~ s e d  by any adult, is 
that it has documented 21 fatalities and Response the the best evidence of their use by 
one case of permanent brain damage The Commission received seven children. A product that is used by both 
from falling toy chest lids (3). The comments in response to the ANPR One children and adults-like toy chests-is 
pattern generally involves a toy chest lid of them consisted of 47 individual an dele intended for use by children 
falling on a child while he or she is comments from members of a Legal under the FHSA, according to a judicial 
leaning into the chest (4). If the child's Environment of Business class at Ohio decision in a case that challenged the 
neck is extended across the upper edge State University (16). Three of the Commission's bicycle regulation. Forest 
of the front of the chest when the lid comments concerned a voluntary v. CPSC, 559 F.2d 774 at 783-8 (C.A.D.C. 
falls, the child can be caught and standard for toy chests that is being 19771.. 
strangled (41. developed by the American Society for Ae discussed in section m(ll 

The ANPR also stated that most of the Testing and Materials (ASTM], under below, the c~~~~~~~~~ believes that 
victims in'the documented incidents the sponsorship of the Toy any increased cost resulting from 
were between ages of 10 and 12 months, Manufacturers of America (TMA]. These compliance with a mandatory standard 
with one victim 16 ajnd one 19 months of comments were fmm 'IUA's attorney for toy chests will be minimal, It is 
age (4). As discussed in section IIIA - (171, TMA's president (191, and ASTM's therefore unlikely that there will be any 
below, this age distribution was president (20). Two comments came effect on competition or any incentive 
incorrect. 

The most likely hazard scenario 
Nu-Line for consumers to purchase, for use as a 

Industries (la) and 'eradl In'' (221' The toy chest, a product that is not covered occurs when the toy chest lid is left open Public Action Coalition on Toys also by the rule. or the child is attracted to the toy chest submitted a comment ( a ] .  
and opens it himself or herself (4). At the A. Oho State Cements 

3. Based on its experience with many 
age of many of the victims, children am injuries and deaths caused by consumer 
reasonably mobile and may be walking With one exception, the comments products, the Commission believes that 
to some degree, but are basically fmm the Ohio State students supported three fatalities each Year [the updated 
unsteady on the4 feet (4). Because of the issuance of a mandatory rule for toy figure is now closer to two) is a large 
this, the child may push or lean on the chests or an idormation and education number to be caused by a  articular 
toy chest while looking in (4). If this approach to warn the public, or both. hazard presented by a product that is 
occurs, the lid may fall and strike the Many of the comments discussed not inherently dangerous. This is 
child if there is not an adequate lid possible requirements that could be especially true when the total number of 
support device attached to the toy chest imposed on toy chesta to address the toy chests on the market and in 
(4). strangulation risk, such as mandating consumera' hands is much smaller than 

If the child is not found immediately, the use of "slow-closing" devices like the number of some other children's 
the consequences can be fatal. It ie not the ones ueed on screen and storm products like cribs and strollera. In any 

- known, however, whether the initial doors. case, the risk presented must be 
impact causes death or whether.the The one exception was a comment balanced against the costs associated 
child ultimately strangles because of the from Ms. Cynthia Bavaria who, first, with the "fix" which are minimal for 
entrapment. - challenged the Commission's authority this particular risk (see section N 

to regulate toy chests under the Federal below]. Finally, the Commission notes 
D. Alternatives for Addressing Risk Hazardous Substances Act, an act that (a] that there may be more fatalities and 

In issuing the ANPR. the Commission provides regulatory authority over "toys "near misses" than it now knows of and - recognized that a mandatory rule was and other articles intended for use by @] that children who are too young to 
not necessarily the only way to address children." She stated that toy chests are protect themselves deserve the greatest 
the toy chest strangulation risk. The not toys that children play with, but posslble protection from a hazard, even 
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if a government-imposed rule is request that all ballots and comments be requirements of a voluntary standard." 
necessary to provide it. returned by August 1982 (23). ASTM As just noted, the adequacy of a 

B. Comments on Voluntary Standard mailed the draft standard and ballot voluntary standard is discussed in 

Development forms to ail known manufacturers of toy section IIIF(2) below. 
chests, regardless of whether they were PACT additionally stated that  an 

The comments from TMA, Nu-Line, able to attend the May 4 meeting. 
and ASTM generally supported a information and education effort alone 

September 1982' had would place "an undue burden on the voluntary standard for toy chests ad a n  received only 11 responses to their . shoulders of the consumer.,, Section alternative to a mandatory rule [la),  
request for and three of IIIF(3) below discusses information and (19). (20). The Commission has closely these were from manufacturers of toy 

monitored the voluntary standard chests (27), In response to c~~~~~~~~~ education activities. Finally, PACT 
development proceeding, and.the staff concerns about the small number supported the approach of requiring "a 
following is a description of all recent of manufacturers who voted on the draft device that need 
voluntary efforts: standard, TMA attempted to contact an external downward force to lower a 

In March 1981 the Comission staff each directly. found toy chest lid." This is basically the 
contacted the ASTM Committee on that some manufacturers were no longer approach taken by the proposed 
Consumer Products (F15) about the producing toy chests and that there was standard (see section 111 C below]. 
development of a voluntary standard for some duplication on the list of firms (361. The comment from Gerad, Inc. 

, toy chests (81. The Committee chairman TMA provided to ASTM a revised list of supported a regulation for toy chests, 
explained that toy chests had been 28 manufacturers and, after contacting but suggested that it include a n  
dropped a s  a possible project because them, the President of TMA indicated to for light-weight lids, such a s  
there had beeri little interest expressed Commission staff that the majority of the one , the chest that G ~ ~ ~ , - J  
by industry (81. ASTM had contacted manufacturers supported the voluntary manufactures (22). ~h~ commission has 
two children's products trade standard (271. considered this suggestion and does not 
associations, TMA and Juvenile 
Products Manufacturers Association Based On the now believe that any hinged lid would 

voluntary standard was  revised. On be so light that it kould not pose a n  (JPMA) but they were not interested October 29,1982 ASTM distributed h i s  weasonable risk of death or injury to because they did not represent a revised second draft standard and a 
majority of the manufacturers of toy ballot, with a due date of ~~~~~b~~ 30. children from entraprnent reulsting in 

chests (8). 1982 (43). In telephone conversations strangulation. However. the Commissio.- 
In June 1981 the Commission staff with Commission staff in January 1983, staff be evaluating Gerad's toy 

wrote to all known manufacturers of toy A S m  staff reported that the response chest during the period, and 
chests, soliciting support and to the second ballot was  "good." may reach a different conclusion. 
commitment to participate in developing Thirteen toy chest manufacturers and Comments on this issue are  solicited 
a voluntary standard (8). After about two lid support producers responded; all from other manfuacturers and members 
two-thirds of the mariufacturers . of these were affirmative votes or of the public. 
responsed favorably, ASTM agreed to abstentions (27). 
call an organizational meeting to ASTM considered these second ballot 

111. Proposed Rule 
i 

establish a task group to develop a . results to provide task group approval, A. Risk of Injury 
standard. Manufacturers, consumers and therefore planned to sent the draft 
and other interested persons were standard concurrently to its Standards When the issued the 
invited to attend a meeting on Development Subcommittee and the ANPR, it had documented 21 deaths and 
September 16,1981 (8). However, only main Consumer Products Committee (F- One Case of Permanent brain damage 
two manufacturers sent representatives 15) by the end of January 1983 (57). If that were caused by falling toy chest 
to the meeting a n d  because of this poor those two committees approve the lids [see section 1 C above). Since that 
attendance by manufacturers, no task revised standard. A S ~  estimates that time, another serious accident has 
group was formed (8). the ballot for final ASTM approval could. occurred and come to the Commission's 

Following a Commission briefing in take place in May or June 1983 (57). If d o  attention. It involved a 20-month-old 
December 1981, TM.4 offered to sponsor negative votes are  received on this child who suffered blindness and partiai 
a voluntary standard for toy chests and ballot, the standard could be published paralysis when a toy chest lid fell on.his 
to invite all manufacturers to participate in late 1983. head or neck (61). Based on the 
(9). Commission staff provided a list of The Commission discusses in section Commission's preliminary investigation, 
34 firms believed to be producers or . IIIF(21 below whether a voluntary the toy chest irivolved had a frictio~i- 
distributors of toy chests. TMA standard can be expected to address type lid support device that failed to 
contacted ASTM and arranged for a adequately the toy chest strangulation prevent the lid from falling (61). ' \ 

meeting on May 4, 1982 to establish a risk. 
task group. The task group formed at  In addition, the Commission has 

that meeting decided to develop a - C. PACT and Cemd Comments documented three "near misses," 

voluntary etandard for toy chests and to _-The comment received from the Public incidents in which a toy lid O n  

incorporate identical provisions into a n  Action Coalition on Toys (PACT] urged a who was rescued and escaped 
existing voluntary standard for toy - th Commission to issue a mandatory permanent injury (61). 
safety (13). standard because the alternative of a The Commission has found that it 

Commission staff provided to the task voluntary standard has not proven to be incorrectly reported in the ANPR the age 
force injury data and recommendations either timely or effective (21). distribution of the victims (see section 
to address the risk of strangulation from Specifically, PACT stated that the lack IC above]. Including the most recent 
falling toy chest lids (13, 15). A draft of cohesiveness of the toy chest incident, eight of the victims were 
standard that incorporated staff manufaturers provides "no assurance between 10 and 12 months of age, and 
recommendations w a s  circulated for that all toy chest manufacturers would all but two of the 23 victims were under 
ballot vote by ASTM in July 1982, with a help develop and conform to the two years of age (61). 
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B. Scope 
As mentioned earlier, the working 

definition of toy chest requires 
refinement to account for size (see 
section IB). If no minimum size were 
included for toy chests. certain - 
containers for toys that are too small to 
present the identdied risk would be . 
covered by the proposed rule. For 
example, certain brands of small toy 
cars and action figures are designed to 
fit into specialized carrying and storing 
cases. These cases are so small that no 
child could fit his or her head into them. 
especialIy since they are usually 
subdivided into even smafler 
compartments, and the strangulation 
risk is not presented. Therefore, it is 
both necessary and appropriate to 
propose a minimum size for toy chests 
covered by the rule. 

In 1973 the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), which then 
administered-the FHSA, proposed a 
mandatoxy toy chest rule (7). It would 
have applied to toy chests having a 
continuous enclosed volume greater 
than 1.1 cubic feet and a smallest 
internal dimension of six inches or more. 
Subsequently, TMA used the same size 
limitation when it developed provisions 
applicable to toy chests in a voluntary 
toy safety standard (1). 

After evaluating these FDA and TMA 
size criteria, the Commission believes 
that they would effectively exclude from 
the rule toy chests that are too small to 
present the identified strangulation risk. 
While 1.1 cubic feet is small for a toy 
chest (581, this criterion on volume 
would exclude from the rule's coverage 
the specialized cases described above. It 
is also likely to exclude any other 
containers marketed for storing . 
children's toys that are too smdl  to 
present the strangulation hazard to 
children. 

- - 
The six inch criterion is also a helpfd 

one. All tov chest that the Commission 
has obseked currently on the market 
have three dimensions-length, width, 
and depth (height)--each of which is 
larger than six inches (591. Nevertheless, 
it is theoretically possible that a toy 
chest will have a volume larger than 1.1 
cubic feet and an internal dimension 
smaller than six inches. If such a toy 
chest existed, the Commission does not 
believe that it would present the 
strangulation risk because the head of 
the smallest child in the group at riak 
would be quite unlikely to fit into i t  This 
is based on a commission staff estimste 
that such a head would measure 
approximately 4.4 inches by 5.7 inches 
by 6 inches (58). The six inch criterion 
used by the FDA and ThiA is generally 
consistent with these dimensions and 

the Commission is proposing to use it, 
along with the volume limitation, to 
define the scope of the toy chest rule. 

Therefore, a s  described in se,ction 
1513.2 below. the proposed rule includes 
toy chests that have a smallest internal 
dimension of six inches of more land a 
volume greater than 1.1 cubic feet  If any 
comments on the proposal indicate that 
these size limitations-are not 
appropriate for toy chests, either 
because they include.. toy chests that. do 
not present the strangulation ksk or 
because they exclude toy chests that do 
present the risk, the Commission will 
reconsider the scope of the rule. 

C Test Pmcedore 
The purpose of the proposed rule is to 

distinguish the toy chests that present 
the strangulation risk from those that do 
not, and to ban the hazardous ones (see 
section 1513.1). The rule does this by 
requiring that a lid not fall of its own 
weight Whether a child or adult opens a 
toy chest. the lid most remain at the 
position to which it was opened and not 
"slam shnt" or otherwise close onto and 
entrap a child's neck or head  

The proposed rule includes a test 
procedure with which toy chests must 
comply (5  15133). The procedure is 
framed in performance terms so that 
manufactmen can select fmm among 
different design approaches to achieve 
compliance. The Commission at this 
time knows of three types of lid support 
devices that could be used with a toy 
chest so that it will comply with the 
proposed test procedure (59): 

(a] spring-loaded support A device 
which uses a spring in either 
compressian or tension to 
counterbalance the w&t of the lid. 
Several such devices are anrently 
marketed and some serve a dual 
parpose of  bod^ hinge and lid support 

(b] Mction-type support A device 
with a slotted bar, attached to the lid, 
which slides through a clamp attached 
to the chest. Friction between the clamp 
and bar is sufficient to support the lid. 

(c) ratchet-type device: A bar with 
multiple notches, attached to the lid. and 
a pawl, attached to the chest, which 
engages the notches to prevent the lid 
from dropping. The pawl must be - 
released by some means for the lid to 
close. - 

Whie  not every lid support device 
that falls into one of these categories 
will necessarily comply with the 
standard, any of the three types could 
be used. The existence of at least three 
types of devices provides a 

a Even if s marfeted toy chest is not a rectangular 
box and tberdore has varyiDg !em widths, or 
depths. this size Limitation would be appmpriak. 

manufacturer with some freedom of 
choice about the design approach it 
wants to use. 

The Commission emphasizes that 
neither the FHSA nor the proposed rule 
would require manufacturers to test toy 
chests. Rather, h e  test procedure 
describes the requirements that toy 
chests most meet in order to be in 

- compliance and it also describes how 
the Commission will perform its testing 
for enforcement purposes. The 
Commission of course anticipates that 
manufacturers will test at least some of 
their toy chests. 

The proposed test procedure 
incorporates the following criteria: 

1. Adjustment of the Ijd support . 
device. I f  a toy chest is sold 
unassembled. the consumer may have to 
install the lid support device. If so and if 
the device needs to be adjusted at the 
time of installation the standard directs 
that such an adjustment be made. as  
long as  it is described in the 
manufacturer's written instructions for 
consumer assembly (5  1513.3(a)). No 
further adjustment of the lid support 
device is permitted, however, before or 
during the testing. 

If a toy chest is sold to consumers in 
an assembled form, the standard 
permits no adjustment of the lid sappart 
device (9 1513.3(a)]. Since the chest is in 
a usable fm when sold, it is possible 
(and perhaps even likely] that 
consumers will fail to make any 
adjustmeent that is necessarg for proper 
functioning of the lid support device. 
Without the device, the lid will still open 
and close. Even if the manufacturer's 
written instructions described the 
adjustment. the Commission's 
experience is that some consumers faiI 
to read any instructions that accompany 
already-assembled consumer products. 
Therefore, assembled toy chests must be 
tested as  they are sold to consumers. 
without any adjustment at all to the lid 
support device. 

2. Permissible dropping motion of lid. 
The purpose of the standard is to assure 
that the lid did not drop down when it is 
opened and released. However, the 
standard permits the lid to drop 0.25 
inch or less (5 15133(e)) because some 
dropping may occur when a ratchet-type 
lid support device is used to achieve 
compliance (59). Lid drop motion will be 
resisted only when the pawl is engaged 
in a notch in the bar, and some such 
motion may take place in order to 
achieve this engagement. The actual 
amount of lid drop w l l  depend on the 
lid width and the pitch (number of 
notiches per inch) of the notches on the 
bar. 
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The Commission sees no reason why The Commission's data on the number E. Description of Industry 
the ratchet-type lid support devices of times a toy chest is opened and The Commission has identified about 
should not be used for compliance with closed in its normal use range from once 30 manufacturers of toy chests as of 
the standard. Therefore, it is proposing per week to eight times per day [58). The October 1982. A few firms account for a that a drop of 0.25 inch be permitted. Commission s taffs  professional 
The Commission believes that this is large percentage of total prcduction. The 

judgment is that an average of four Commission estimates that three or four 
reasonable because it will allow many . openings and closing per day is a 
ratchet-type devices to be used and toy chest manufacturers account for a s  

reasonable estimate (58). If a chest were much as 70 or 80 percent of the total because such a small drop will not Pose opened and closed four times per day annual p ro~uc t ion ,  Other firms enter a strangulation risk to any children for five years, it would undergo 
using the toy chest. and leave the toy chest business from 

approximately 7300 such cycles. 
The Commission is especially time to time as  market conditions seem 

Rounding off this figure* the proposed to dictate. Toy chests require little interested in receiving COmmentS on a n  regulation requires that a chest undergo capital investment, are simple to make, appropriate lid drop criterion. If 7000 cycles. and can readily be added to or dropped 
'Omments On the proposed rule suggest The Commission believes that any from product lines. Many of the smaller 
and provide a for a one child might use a toy chest for about manufacmers produce around 1000 or different amount of hop lor two years (58). The same chest may be fewer units a year. Most of the firms 
for hop a t  the "handed-down" through the generations. produce, in addition to toy many 

the proposed of 0'25 given to children of friends or relatives. other children's and juvenile prrducts inch. The Commission's overriding 
consideration on this issue is and will or sold at  garage sales. This could easily such as  cribs, table and chair sets, doll 
remain whether any particular dropping result in many more than 7C00 cycles furniture, car seats, laundry hampers, 
motion will pose a n  unreasonable risk to during the life toy chest. and a variety of moided plastic 
children. However. the Commission's engineering products. 

3. Exemption for half-inch openings. If staff believes that any chest that TOY chest manufacturers and non- 
a lid is opened 0.50 inch or less, the complies with the dropping requirement cohesive industry group. Some ' 

dropping restrictions in the proposed after 7000 cydes  is likely to be manufacturers are members of the 
standard do not apply ( $ 8  1513.3 (b] and Sufficiently resistant wear that.!t Juvenile Produc!~ blanufacturers 
[d)). Certain types of lid support devices. would continue to comply with the test Association and others are members of 
a possible example being a spring- after being subjected to a greater the Toy Manufacturers of America. 
loaded support that uses a n  over-center number of cycles (59). In other words, if Many of the identified manufacturers do 
lever arrangement, might not be a lid support device still works after not belong to either of these 
effective in h o l & g  the weight of the lid 7000 cycles, it will probably continue to associations. 
in positions that are 0.50 inch or less work long after. The market for toy chests tends to be 
above the fully-closed position (59). The proposed test procedure requires fairly stable over time since large shifts 

The Commission is proposing to allow that each cycle be completed in in consumer demand or style changes d o  ' 

the lid to drop from such positions to approximately eight seconds. If the not ~ccur.~Advertising by manufacturers ' 

accommodate any-devices with this . cycling were performed faster, heat is limited mostly to trade magazines and .  
limitation. Because no child's head mi&> result from friction and the journals and is presented in 

- would fit into an opening a s  S ~ ~ a l l  a s  a functioning of the lid support device combination with other products 
half-inch, and no child w o d d  therefore could deteriorate. The eight-second marketed by the firm. Retail sales tend 
be placed at  risk by this allowance, the criterion is designed to avoid this to be spread over the whole year with a 

. safety of the proposed rule is not problem and to complete the cycling test significant portion occurring in the Pre- 
' compromised (58). In fact, if any in a reasonable time. The Commission Christmas season. 

c ~ m e n t s  Suggest that this exemption also believes that a laboratory cycling The distribution system for toy chests. 
from the dropping restriction be machine could easily be designed and a s  it is for other juvenile products, is 
expanded to openings larger than 0.50 . adjusted to approximate an eight-second relatively complex because of the many 
inch and provide a supporting rationale, cycle. sources of supply and the potentially 
the Commission will consider making 1 thousands of retail outlets which may be 
such a change. The Commission would D. Labeling involved. Some manufacturers distribute 
evaluate whether any permitted drop l-he commission has included in the their product through wholesalers or 
would pose a risk to children by 
allowing strangulation to occur. proposed rule a requirement that toy . other distributors, who in turn supply 

- 4. 7 ~ c y c f e s .  Even if a toy chest lid chests be marked show the 
retailers. Retail outlets range from small 
local toy stores and juvenile furniture 

complies with the test procedure when i,t name and place of business of at  least 
one of the following: manufacturer, stores to large disco'unt toy chains, mass 

is new, it would not necessarily 
continue to it  is opened a n d  importer, distributor, seller [) 1513.4(a)). merchandisers, variety 

~h~ purpose of this requirement is to department stores, and hardware storesi 
closed many times. Since the 
effectiveness of the depends assist in any recall or retrofit efforts that production was estimated 
on continuing compliance. the proposal the require Or the 

at  650,000 units in 1982, reflecting an 
incorporates a ..cycling.. industry may undertake voluntarily, for increase 501WOunits o'ver the EUO,OOO 

noncomplying toy chests. units estimated for 1979. The production 
[section 1513.3(c)]. of toy chests declined in 1980 and l g 8 l  

After being tested for dropping In proposed bu t  seems to have recovered in 1982. 
motion, the lid must be full opened require that each toy chest have some During 1982, a number of firms have 
without being forced and then fully marking-for example a number or experienced declines while others have 
closed (one complete cycle) 7000 times. symbol-that is particular to toy chests . 
The dropping test is then performed a of identical construction, composition, 

'Unless noted otherwise. the information in t h ~ s  
second time ( S  1513.3[d)). and the tov and dimensions ( 8  1513.4ib)). The section and in section'llff beiow is based on  
chest must still comply ( 5  1513.3(e)). purpose of this requirement is the same. documents (26), (561, and 178). 
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increased their production. The retail used, ranges From about S.60 to $1.50 per easy and inexper.sive to conduct, if 
value of current production, though unit, with a weighted average cost of manufacturers choose to conduct 
difficult to estimate, is probably-in the $1.05 per unit. testing. The test requiring cycling of a 
neighborhood of $22 million. Based on a To comply with the proposed rule. toy chest lid at eight seconc! t ine  
customary la percent markup for such . some of the toy chest manufacturers intervals over 7,000 cycles can be 
products, the value of the may switch £ram adjustable to conducted manually o r  with equipment 
manufacturers' shipments of toy chests nonadjustable suppops which are costing around $500. Some f m s  n a y  do  
is around $11 million. - slightly less ekpensive, thereby reducing their own testing and others may 

Manufacturers of.toy chests normally . somewhat the cost of producing toy depend on their lid support suppiiers for 
produce more than one model and try to chests. Manufacturers probably use the certification. No significant costs are 
retain their share of the market adjustable devices because they can be associated with testing. 
primarily through decorative adapted to lids of varying weights and Toy chest manufacturen have 
differences, though size, shape, and because consumers may want to adjust indicated that they intend to pass on to 
material used also are important factors. the hiction to suit their perfomance consumers any additional costs they 
Toy chests with hinged lids generally preferences. may incur in complying with a final ru le  
have similar design ~haracteristics. . One extreme possibility is that all toy These costs to consumers have been 
They are rectangular boxes with a chest manufacturers will switch to estimated to be somewhere between 
volume ranging abut 7,000 to 14.000 nonadjustable friction lid support $160,000 and $46400,000, or about 5.53 to 
cubic inches. They are usually devices. Ln this case the average cost per $1.33 per unit. for chests with hinged 
constructed from hzrdwood lid s l~pport  should be around the. lids. These increases represent about .8 
particleboard* ~ r e s s e d - ~ ~ o d  Or plastic weighted average cost of $.37 per unit. to 7 percent of retail prices. The figures 
Most toy chests are shipped in Based on the various devices currently indicate t!!at the additional costs to 

condition with a lid beizg used by different manu fac~ re r s ,  consumers are expected to be relatively 
support device enclosed in the the Commission staff has estimated that small and not likely to affect pwchases 
packaging. retail prices toy chest manufacturers would realize of toy chests adversely. 
range $I8 and appear aggegate savings of around $34,000, or TOY chests will contime to be 

have during the last 8.11 to $.I2 per uni t  on the average. The prodnced in many different models, 
two to three years. actual amount of cost reduction will. of allowing consumers to choose from a 
F. Preliminary RegulatoryAnalysis ' course, vary from manufacturer to large variety of styles and a broad range 

1. Costs and benefits. The major cost manufacturer de?ending on the level of _ of prices. There may be some disutility 

consideration of the proposed rule current production. cost per unit, and the associated with the use of complying lid 

centers on a lid support device that effect of switchiiig horn adjustable to support devices if the friction devices 

would the toy chest lid From nonadjustable and horn spring-loaded to cause children to have difficulty in 

dropping onto a child's neck. The rule friction lid support devices. raising the lids. However, elimination of 

would only apply to toy chests with Another extreme possibility is that all the strangulation hazard to children 

hinged lids, and the Commission toy chest manufacturen will switch to [and other injuries hom falling lids) will 
estimates that 300,000 of the total an upgraded venion of a nonadjustable enhance the utility of the b e d  toy 
production of 650,000 toy chests, or a spring-loaded device which costs a . 5 0  chests. 
.lit$ less than 50 percent, fall within this per unit- In this chest The Commission is not aware of any 
,category. .manufacturers would incur additional domestically produced toy chests being 

~ l ~ ~ ~ t  all toy chests with hinged lids costs estimated at amund Q m , p  or sold abroad. Imported toy chests 
have lid support devices, but some about $1.07 per uni t  on the average. currently account for around 20 percent 
models have been observed without Again, since the current cost of lid of the domestic market, abont the same 
them. Of the chests with hinged lids. support devices varies fmm $25 to 3 . 5 0  a s  in 1979. The rule is not expected to 
about 180,000 units use adjustable lid , per unit, the actual cost of switching to affect foreign trade in these products. 
supports and  the other 120,m units use the new device will vary fmm To summarize the cost factors. the 
nonadjustable lid sup'ports. About manufacturer to manufacturer. It should potential aggregate cost to 
. I~O,WO of the first category and 100.000 be noted that for some manufacturen, manufacturers of m , ~  to  zoo,^^^ are 

. of the second category have the friction the actual increase in cost may be a s  estimated to add from $.n to a 
type. The remaining 30,000 d t s  with little as  $.05 per unit Over the current maximum of $.67 per uni t  on the 
adjustable and 20.000 units with cos t  average, to the w s t  of all toy chests 
nonadjustable lid supports use spring- The two limiting possibilities suggest with hinged lids. The corresponding cost 
loaded lid support devices. that the cost effects of the proposed rule to consumers, i.e. the relative increase in 

The lid support devices are could range born cost savings of W.000 the retail price of toy chests. is 
manufactured by firms producing hinges to costs of $320.000. The actual cost estimated to range from around $53 to 
and other hardware s u p p I i ~  and are . effects are likely to be in the W,000 to $1.33 per unit. 

. mostly utilized in applications other $200.000 range, based on currently used The potential benefits resu l t iq  fmm 
than toy chests, such a s  cabinets, stereo devices and volume of production. This compliance with the proposed rule are 
cansolea, and other containers. These range of costs would represent the related to the prospective number of 
devices are available from several firms situation of all but very few deaths and injuries that would be  
that have been suppiying toy chest manufac.turers. On this basis, and  elimiiated or reduced. Commission 
manufactuiers. The cost of kc t ion  lid assuming the usual 100 percent markup records indicate that during the last nine 
support devices ranges frcrn about $.25 for such products, the corresponding years toy chests have been involved in 
to $.60 per unit, with a weighted average aggregate costs to consumers would be 21 strangulation d e a t h ,  or an  average of 
cost of 5.37 per unit. The cost of spring- somewhere between $160,000 and over two per year. A small number of 
loaded lid support devices, currently S00.000. injuries of varying severity have 

The test procedures specified by the occurred each year, but no reliable 
'see footnote 3. proposal are expected to be relatively estimate is available. However, on rare 
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occasions, incidents have led to brain 
damage, parapalegia, and blindness. 
Avoiding sucn injuries can result in 
multl-m~llion dollar benefits as 
measured by numerous large financial 
settlements awarded to victims and 
their families for lifetime disabilities of 
these types. The proposed rule can be 
expected to eliminate all strangulation 
deaths associated with newly-produced 
complying toy chests and virtually all of 
the injuries from falling lids. Once aU 
chests comply with the mle, it wlk 
eliminate twu deaths a year on the 
average, at  a cost to the public 
somewhere between W,MW) and 
$200,000 per life saved. These costs per 
life saved are well within even 
conservative estimates of the value of 
life. 

Another way of assessing the merits 
of the proposal is to compare the 
expected value of losses t o  consumers 
from toy chest accidents with the costs 
incurred If w e  assume that there are 
about 3'million toy ckests witk hinged - 
lids being used by consumers and two 
deaths per year, then there is a 1 and 1.5 
million chance of a toy chest being 
associated with a fatality each year. If 
the expected price increases are in the 
middle of the estimated range, than they 
will average about $90 per unit 
Assuming a product life of ten years, 
this yields a cost of $09 per yearto 
avoid a fatality. Under these 
assumptions, the rule provides low cost 
insurance to the consuming publie, 

As proposed, the rule would apply to 
all toy chests that are in the channels of 
distribution after the effective date 
Therefore, the Commission has 
considered whether the economic effect 
of such coverage would be greater than 
that of a d e  applicabIe only to toy 
chests manufactured after the effective 
date. 

Many manufacturers beIonging to 
TMA or J!JMA are already using Kd 
support devices that probably place 
their toy chests in compliance with the 
proposed d e .  These firms account for 
about eighty percent of shipments. Other 
f m s  also use lid support devices that 
are likely to qualify their toy chests for 
compliance with the proposed rule. I~I 
addition the publicity surrounding the 
proposal may increase the current level 
of compliance. Retailers are likely to 
order complymg toy chests, and 
manufacturers that have not already 
begun to produce complying chests wil l  
be influenced by these orders to produce 
complying chests before the effective 
date. 

AvalIable information suggests that 
inventories of toy chests in the hands of 
reta~lers are turned over in about ninety- 
days and that manufacturer stocks on 

hand are usually relatively small. all toy chest manufacturers that it, 
Therefore, by the time any rule becomes ASTM, andthe Commission could 
effective, more than four months from idenhfy to draw their attention to the 
now, almost all retaiI inventories now requirements of the volmtary standard 
on hand should be sold. Assuming that and to elicit their comments and 
only complying units are shipped soon support. TMA maintains it has received 
after this proposal, there will be  a widespread support for the voluntary 
ViI'tUal e ~ ~ I l h a t i 0 n  of norI~Ump1ying toy stand& that substantial 
chests h m  the market by the effective with its provisions will be 
date oFa final rule. forthcoming as soon as minor questions 

While Some n m c o m ~ l ~ i n g  toy chests of language and intel-pretation have 
may still be unsold by the effectivedate, ' been clarified. A small sample of toy 
the impacts On firms chest manufacturers contacted by the 
such inventories are likely to b e  small. Commission s t a ~  co-ed that they 
To the extent that there are supPo* the voluntary standard and 
at d, upon whom the impact falls intend to comply with it (261 and (27). 
(retailer or manufacturer) will depend 
on circumstances such as whether TMA assertions notwithstanding, the 
repurchase of goods is an existing Commission is concerned that 
practice and whether chests can be compliance with the voluntary standard 
retrofitted by the retaileror must be sent by man*acturers and 
b c k  to the manufacturer. Transadon importers of toy chests may not prove to 
cost+potentia~y *,,ding shrpmg b e  adequate. One reason is the absence 
units back to the opening of cohesiveness in the industry and the 
packages, retrofitting with new lit3 fact that very few firms (only six 
support devices, changing assembly identified in October 1982) are members . 
instructions, and repacking and of TMA Another reason is that each 
s h i p p m o u l d  amount to more than Yea new replacing firms that 
the cost of the chests. If 80, disposal leave the toy chest business may be 
may be the most efficient means of unaware of, or decide not to comply 
complying with the rule. Even if this with. the voluntary standard. 
extreme were required in some Most importantly. however, the 
instances, the impact is likely ta be Commission has not a s  yet received 
insignificant since toy chests are a very sufficient documentation to indicate that 
small part of total s d e s  of most- substantial compliance can be expected. 
retailem If the number and relative size of the 

Under dl sets of ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ s  b k  manufacturers who responded to TMA's 
to arise, n o  substantiaI impact ia and ASTM's inquiries about the 
expected to be associated-with a d e  standard is any indication of expected 
that applies to toy  chest^ in the channels compliance, the extent of compliance 
of fitribation after the effective date, might be only about 50 percent of all toy 

2. Vofuntaq standard effort An chests produced. If this should be the 
alternative approach to the case, or even if the percent were 
Commission's proposed rule for toy somewhat higher. the degree of 
chesbi8the standard that is compliance with the voluntarg standard 
currently being developed by TMA, 
under the auspicas of ASTM. This 

would be too small to eliminate or 
adequately reduce the strangulation voluntary standard is quite similar to 

the proposed mandatory rule for toy 
chests. With respect to the strangulation 
risk they have virtually the same 
performarrce requirements (651. As a 
resuk adoption of the ASTM voluntary 
standad, if fully complied with, would 
provide the same degree of protection 
from strangulation and would have 
approximateIy the same economic. 
impact in terms of costs and benefits as 
that outlined above for the 
Commission's proposed mandatory d e .  
(The voluntary standard, however, 
would not apply to toy chests 
manufactured before its effective date.) 

A crucial factor to take into account in 
considering possible adoption of the 
ASTM voluntary standard for toy chests 
is the expected degree of compliance of 
toy chest manufacturerswith the 
volmtary standard. TMA has contacted 

L .an. 

3. Alt~rnatives to proposed standard. 
One possible alternative'to the proposed 
s t d a r d  is a ban of toy chests with 
hinged lids; currently estimated at about 
300,000annual pmduction,Such a ban 
would probably lead to increased sales 
of toy chests with removable lids or 
slidihg doois or nolids. Manufacturers' 
reactions to a ban are uncertain. For 
most firms the impwt is likely to be 
slight, since toy chests are a small part 
of their . . product offerings. On the other 
hand, for a few firms, toy chests make 
up over a quarter of total sales. Also, a 
ban would eliminate from consideration 
the type of toy chest that about half of 
the buyers of these products choose. 
Such a ban could also result in less 
safety if consumers instead used such 
products as footlockers, deacon 
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benches, and otF1.r products with hinged would not be a disproportionate burden any delay (26) and (56). In fact, several 
lids for the storage of toys. on small firms (56). toy chest manufacturers began 

Due to-the uncertainty of - If toy c!!est manufacturers choose to incorporating these devices in their new 
manufacturers' iespGnSes to a ban on , 

test their products in order to assure product lines during the last cou?le of . 

toy chests with hingsd lids, it is very compliance, the testing procedure, as  years. Ot$er toy manufacturers have 
difficult to estimate the costs likely to be proposed, would add slightly to their said that they intend to do the same, 
incurred. Firns could react by removing , costs (56). The cost of ~urchasini3 the upon issuance of the ASTM voluntary 
hinges and putting handles on tops, appropriate testing equipment is standard (26) and (271. The testing and 
redesigning to add sliding doors, or relatively low when considered in terms other equipment is also available and  
stopping production cf toy chests of the life expectancy of the equipment may be obtained immediately (56). since 
altogether. Similarly, the benefits and the overall cost of toy chest a final toy chest rule could apply to toy 
estimation is elusive because it depends production of a firm. It is estimated that che s t s  in the channels of distribution 
on consumer reaction. Banning chests the testing process may cost the smaller after the effective date, it is quite likely 
with hinged lids would certainly producers about J1,ooO during the first (as discussed in section I11 F[1) above) 
eliminate strangulation from newly- yeai  the rule is in effect; most of t!e that noncomplying toy chests will 
manufactured articles. However, as  larger producers have been conducting disappear from the channels of 
noted above, consumer use of close their own testing and will probably not distribution before the effective date 
substitutes such as  footlockers and have to purchase additiona! testing (781. 
deacon benches could result in equipment (56). The cost differential for ~~~~d on this infomation, the 
strangulation incidents and reduce compliance with the rule would not be Commission believes that a long lead 
overall safety. likely to affect significantly the time for the mandatory rule would not 

Another alternative approachto competition between larger and smalier be necessary. H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  some tirne 
address the strangulation risk presented manufacturers (j6) and (781. should be  allowed for those toy chest 

The Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA, 5 manufacturers who may need to by toy chests is through a U.S.C. 601 et seg.) requires that information and education program. The whenever an agency of the federal 
purchase the required testing equipment 

Commission has already initiated a and effect minor mold modifications and 
government publishes a proposal under retooling. No inventory problems are number of activities to warn consumers the Adminisuative Procedilre Act (j 

of the potential hazard involved, make U.S.C. 553), i t  shouid endeavor to give 
expected as  a result.of the rule. Toy 

suggestions for selecting cew toy chests, particular consideration :o small 
chests are produced and sold throughout 

and provide recommendations on the year, although more are sold during 
businesses small nonprofit making old toy chests and other items organizatio'ns and small local 

the Christmas season (56). However, 
uncertainty about relative impacts 

used as chests safer and [761' governments (collectively called "small increases the closer the effective date is 
While the costs of an information and that may be to he 

education program may be modest, the r e q ~ e m e n t s ,  to the issuance date. 
Commission believes it will be quite In accordance with section 605[b) of The that an 
helpful in alerting consumers to the the RFA, the Commissicn has certified effective date three months after the 
potential strangulation risk associated that the proposed toy rule, if date of issuance will generally provide 
with toy chests. Such a program is issued in final form, not have a toy chest manufacturers sufficient time 
particularly useful in cautioning significant economic impact on a to comply with the rule without undue 
consumers who are currently using substantial of sman entities, for burden, except that some might be 
cedar chests, footlockers, and similar the reasons discussed above. ~ h ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ,  placed at a disadvantage, particularly if 
items a s  toy chests. However, the the has not prepared an they have to purchase and use testing 
commission believes that information intital redatory flexibility analysis of eqcipment for the f i s t  time. or make 
and education efforts in this case will the probable effect of the proposal on arrangements with commercial 
not on their own address the small entities, in accordance with laboratories for the testing of their 
strangulation risk adequately. section 603 of the RFA. products (56). Factors affecting relative 
Consumers who may not have been impacts include inventories of lid 
exposed to infomation programs will . H. Environmental Considerations support devices on hand, lags in 
continue to acquire toy chests, both new The toy chest proposal published ordering and receiving new shipments of 

, and u sed  and may remain unaware of below falls within the categories of lid support devices, possible changes 
t!e strangulation risk. The Commission 

' 

Co-ission actions described in 16 CFR required in.printed material such a s  
cannot be assured of constant and 1021.5(~) that have little or no potential assembly insb-~ctionsg and 
intensive information efforts that will for affecting the human environment. implementation of changes at the 
reach all consumers. Therefore, a For this reason, neither an manufacturing or assembly level (56). 
standard that xidresses the safety of e~lvironmental assessmen: nor an The Commission does not know the 
newly-manufactured toy chests is also environmental impact statement is importance of a firm's size when these 
necessary. required. any case, the Commjssion factors are considered in conjunction 

with a proposed effective date. G. Effect on Small Business has considered the environmental 
effects, and concluded that there is little However, considering the. small Percent 

Small nanufacturers of toy chests or no potential for a toy chest rule to of sales of toy chests relative to other 
have been able to compete successfully affect the human env;J.onment. products for most firms, such firms 
for a long tine. The proposed rule rvould shoilld be able to adjust to an  early 
be likely to cause a relatively small cost I. Efjective Date effective date without much difficulty. 
increase rangirig from s.27 to 5.67 per Lid suppox? devices of the type that The ComAssion has balanced the 
unit on toy chests with lid support will a:low toy chest manufacturers to economic factors against the risk of 
devices, and this increase is likely to be comply with the requirements of 5 e  injury presented by toy chests. 
passed on to distributors and ultimately proposed rule have been available for Especially in light of the recent severe 
to consumers (56). The cost increase some time and can be obtained without injury incident [61), the Commission 
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believes that a three month effective injury. This is a risk that children cannot intended for use by children present a 
date would-be appropriate. protect themselves against and that mechanical hazard within the meaning 

Under the Consumer Product Safety adults may not even be aware of. The of section 2(s) of the act because in 
Amendments of 1961, Congress is Commission is currently aware that 21 normal use, or-when subjected to 
authorized to exercise a legislative veto deaths and two incidents of serious reasonably foreseeable damage or 
over rules issued under section 2(q)[l) or permanent injuryassociated with the - abuse, the design or manufacture 
3(e) of the FHSA (Pub. L. 97-35; 95 Stat. hazard of a toy  chest lid falling on a presents an unreasonable risk of 
703: 15 U.S.C. 1275). As a result, no toy child's head or neck have occurred s.@ce personal injury or illness: . . 

chest rule may take effect until after the 1973. Such incidents have caused + + + * . . +  
period during which Congress could fatalities at a rate of more than two per [16).Any toy that falls within the 
exercise a legislative veto of it. 15 U.S.C. year. The potential benefits from the scope of 9 1513.2 of this chapter but 
1275(b). ' elimination of this very serious risk of does not with the test criteria of- 

Congress may exercise its legislative injury clearly outweigh the minimal 8 1513.3 or the requirements of 9 1513.4 
veto during the 90 calendar day period economic hann that might result to the and that is eiher la) manufactured after 
of continuing session of Congress toy chest industry from necessary [the effective date] or (b), regardless of 
following issuance of the rule. changes in hardware. the date of manufacture, is in the. 
Interruptions in the continuing session Accordingly, the Commission channels of distribution after [the 
of Congress are likely to extend that preliminarily ~ h d s  that certain toy effective date] so that it has not yet been 
period beyond 90 days. If so, the chests with hinged lids, in.accordance sold to a consumer. 
effective date must be more than 90 with sections 2[s) and 2(f)(l)P) of the 
days after h a 1  issuance of the toy chest . FHSA. present a mechanical hazard and PART I~~~-+ADDED]  

'rule. In any case, the effective date should be classified as hazardous 
cannot be less than 90 days after final substances. Pursuant to section PART 1513-CRITERIA FOR 

. issuance. 2(q)(l)(A) of the FHSA, the Commission IDENTIFYING TOY CHESTS THAT 
Therefore, the Commission is finds that such toy chests must be PRESENT A STRANGULATION RISK 

proposing that the effective date be the banned from interstate commerce. In so 
Set., 

day after the expiration of the 90 finding, the Commission has considered 1513.1 hupose. 
calendar day period of continuing the risk hom b e d  lid toy chests and 1 5 1 3 2  
session ofeongress. This is consistent the economic effects of the banning and 1513.3 Test procedure. 
with its belief that an appropriate safety requirements set forth below and . 1513.4 Labeling. 
effective date would be three months has concluded that the potential 
following final issuance of a toy chest reduction m risk to children from the PART 1513--CRITERIA FOR 
rule. The Commission especially proposed requirements bears a IDENTIFYING TOY CHESTS THAT 
welcomes public comments, along with reasonable relationship to the costs of PRESENT A STRANGULATION RISK. 
any supporting rationales and data, 'that 
might support any later effective date. 

I'V. Conclusion 
- 

Based on the discussion above and on 
-the information contained in the record 

of this proceeding, the Commission has 
found preliminarily thatcertain toy 
chests with hinged lids present a 
"mechanical hazard!' within the 1 

meaning of section Z(s) of the Federal 
Hazardous Substances Act  15 U.S.C 
1261(s). In normal use, the design of 
these toy chests presents an 

- unreasonable risk of personal injnry to 
children." 

This preliminary fin- of 
"unreasonable risk" is based on a 
balancing of the injury, economic, and 
other data in the record The risk 
presented techildren i s  that the hinged 
lids could fall onta chiFdrens' heads or 
necks. resultingin death or serious 

'It stadd be noted that wbite t .  Commion ia 
currently regulating toy cheeta for a single severe 
risk. toy chesta are already covered by a number of 
Commission rules. 'lhe Commiesion'i lead-in-paint 

the de. 

List of Subjects in 16 CFR Parts 1500 and 
1513 

"Consumer protection Hazardous 
materials, Infants and children. Toys. 

Therefore, pursuant to provisions of 
the Federal Hazardous Substances Act 
(seca 2lfl(l)@h (q)(l)fA). (s): 3(e)(1), [h), 
74 Sta t  372,374,375, as amended, 80 
Stat. 1304-05,83 Stat. 187-189, 95 Sta t  
703: 15 U.S.C. 1261.1262) and under 
authority vested in the Commission by 
the Consumer Product Safety Act (Pub. 
L 82-573, sec. 30(a), 86 Sta t  1231,15 
U.S.C U)79(a)), the Commission 
proposes to amend Title 16, Chapter II, 
Subchapter C by adding a new 
paragraph [a)[l6) to 5 1500.18 and a new 
Part 1513 as follows: 

PRRT 1500-HAZARDOUS 
SUBSTANCES AND ARTICLES; 
ADMINISTRATION AND 
ENFORCEMENT REGULATIONS - 
9 150418 Banned toys and other banned 
artlcles intended for use by children. 

9 1513.1 Purpose. 
Certain hinged toy chests have caused , 

the strangulation deaths of children 
when their lids closed on the children's 
heads or necka. The purpose of this Part 
is to idenhfy, so that they can be banned 
under 3 1500.18(a)(l6) of this chapter, 
the toy chests that present this - 
unreasonable risk of injury. The 
Commission will use the test method 
prescribed in Q 1513.3 below to 
determine whether toy chests present 
such an unreasonable risk. However. 
this Part does not require any 
manufacturers or importers to test toy 
chests. 

This Part applies to all containers - 
with hingedlids that are marketed for 
storing children's toys, a s  long as such 
containers have a continuous volume 
greater than 1.1 cubic feet and a 
smallest internal dimension of six inches 
or more. 

8 1513.3 Test procedure. 
regulations ban toye bearing lead-containing paint 
and.the small part8 rule bane-certain toys that [a)- Toys and other children 's articles (a) If the toy chest is sold to 
preaent a cholung. aepiratioa or ingestion hazard. presenting mechanical hazards. consumers unassembled, assemble it in 
[See 18 (2% Part.l?€z3 and 16 CFR parts 1 5 ~ 0  and Under the authority of section- accordance with the manufacturer's 
1501. respectively). The Commission haa al* issued 2(f)(l)@) of the act and pursuant to written directions, including any 

reqluremanta for determining provisions of section 3(e) of the act, the specified adjusment to a lid support in toys and similar requirements for determining 
sharp edges. (See 18 CFR 1sm.48 and 1m.49, Commission ~ .. has determined that the device. Following assembly, make no 
respectively). following types of toys or other articles other adjuttment to a lid support device. 
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If the toy chest is sold to consumers 
assembled, make no adjustment to any 
lid support device before or during the 
test. 

(b] Place the toy chest on a level 
surface and lift its lid to any position in 
its arc of travel that is more than 0.50 
inch from its fully closed position. 
Release the lid and measure any 
dropping motion of the lid by measuring 
the straight line distance between the 
orginial and the new positions of a point 
on the outermost edge of the lid. 

(c) Subject the lid to 7000 opening and 
closing cycles. One cycle consists of 
raising the lid from its fully closed 
position to its fully open position and 
then returning it to the fully closed 
position, without forcing the lid beyond 
its normal arc of travel. Each cycle shall 
be completed within approximately 
eight seconds. 

(dl Repeat the procedure specified in 
paragraph (b]. 

(el Neither the measured distance in 
paragraph (b] nor the measured distance 
in paragraph (dl shall be greater than 
0.25 inch. If either measure distance is 
greater than 0.25 inch when the lid is 
dropped from any point in its arc of 
travel (other than a point that is 0.50 
inch or less from the fully closed 
position], the toy chest fails to comply 
with this test procedure. 

4 1513.4 Labeling. 
Each toy chest shall be clearly marked 

to indicate: 
(a] The name and place of business 

(city and state] of the manufacturer, 
importer, distzibutor, .and/or seller; and 

(b] A number, symbol, or other 
marking (e.g., model number, stock 
number, or catalog number] such that 
only toy chests of identical construction 
composition, and dimensions shall bear 
identical marlungs. 
Proposed Effective date: the day 
expiration of the 90 d a y  calendar  d a y  
period of continuing session of Congress 
following h a 1  issuance of the rule. 
(Sets. 2 [f)[l)[D), (g)(l)[A), Iek 3 (e)(l), lh).'74 
Stat. 372374.375. 80 Stat. 1304-05. 83 Stat. 
187-89, 95 Stat. 703: 15 U.S.C 1281,1202) 

All comments and submissions should 
be sent, preferably in five copies, to the 
Office of the Secretary, Consumer 
Product Safety Committee, Washington, 
D.C. 20207 ho later than April 18,1983. 

- Dated: March 11,1983. 
- Sheldon D. Butts. 
Act~ng Secretary, Consumer Pmduct Safety 
Commission. 
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